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ABSTRACT
SOPHIA YATES SMITH: The Impact of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit and its
Role in the Future of Affordable Housing
(Under the direction of Tonya Flesher)
The purpose of this paper is to study the evolution and goals of the government in
providing low-income housing as well as the means taken to achieve those goals in order
to understand the current system. The ever-changing nature of the political, social and
economic landscape of the country dictates that the role of government in providing lowincome housing must adapt to the times. This paper will address questions about the
future of the program such as the following. Should the federal government continue

to

finance low-income housing through indirect subsidies financed through the tax code or
were the previous direct subsidies a more efficient and effective system? In the future
should the federal government encourage the current trend of developers building
sustainable communities by tying housing policy to that of energy and transportation?
Should the federal government continue their involvement in low-income housing or
should it all be delegated to the states? Through research of past and current legislation
and conversing with industry professionals I have come to the conclusion that the
government is providing a necessary social service of affordable housing, especially
through the tax code and their use of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit(LIHTC). By
breaking down barriers and facilitating coordination between the LIHTC program and
complementary departments on the federal level, the benefits on the local level will be
maximized for the lowest cost. This paper views affordable housing as an opportunity
for people who have come upon hard times to be able to provide for themselves and their
families and for the government and society to invest in communities so that they will
one day do well enough to give back to the government and society.
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The Impact of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit and its Role in the Future of
Affordable Housing
Ever since the Great Depression created unprecedented homelessness the likes of
which the United States Government had never seen, the federal government has taken it
upon itself to facilitate the construction and financing of housing for its lower-income
citizens. The government has tried many different programs in an attempt to implement
the most efficient and effective system. This has led to a program with much more
fluidity than consistency in its varied and controversial history. In 1986, low-income
housing changed drastically with the introduction of the Low-Income Housing Tax
Credit, a new way to encourage the development of low-income housing by the private
sector through the allocation of tax credits to the developer. Federal tax laws serve many
purposes; the most notable of which is to facilitate the collection of tax revenue to
finance our government. Congress also enacts tax laws as an incentive to invest in
activities that the government deems a social good. One way in which tax liability can
be reduced is through tax credits, which offer a dollar-for-dollar reduction in tax
liability. The Low-Income Housing Tax Credit established by the Tax Reform Act of
1986 is one such incentive. The use of a tax credit to finance affordable housing was
implemented after decades of direct subsidies that drained the federal budget and were
an unnecessary burden on the balance sheet. To completely understand the efficiency of
the current system, it is necessary to understand the preceeding policies responsible for
shaping affordable housing into what it is today and where it is going in the future.

History of the Federal Housing Program
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The federal government has the option of subsidizing housing programs
directly through financing or indirectly by offering tax incentives. The early programs
directly provided loans to builders. The first major federal programs put in place to
finance the construction of affordable rental developments were during the Great
Depression when the unemployment rate and homelessness were drastically higher than
they had ever been. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation(RFC)was established in
1932. The RFC made loans to private corporations that provided housing for lowincome families. Congress established the Public Works Administration(PWA)in
1933. The goal of the PWA was low-income housing and slum clearance projects.
These were accomplished through loans to companies, loans and grants to local
governments as well as through direct federal efforts (Husock, 2009). The National
Housing Act of 1934 created the Federal Housing Agency(FHA)and authorized the
creation of a secondary market where home mortgages could be sold. The Federal
National Mortgage Association, Fannie Mae, was created in 1938 to buy mortgages
from lenders in order to free up capital so that they could make more loans. In the late
1960’s the loans purchased by Fannie Mae were removed from the federal government’s
balance sheet and it was made a publicly-traded company. Two years after Fannie Mae
went public Congress created the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation, Freddie
Mac,so that Fannie Mae would no longer operate with a monopoly on the secondary
home loan market; it went public in 1989(Pickett, 2008). The United States Housing
Act of 1937 established the public housing program, which distributed loans to local
public housing agencies to cover low-rent public housing construction expenses(HUD,
2007).
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In the 1940’s World War II changed the pace of affordable housing
construction. During the war construction was stopped. After the war, the veterans
returned and the suburbs grew rapidly. This led to declining urban areas that Congress
addressed with the Housing Act of 1949, which authorized funds to assist in slum
clearance and urban redevelopment. As opposed to the Housing Act of 1937, the
Housing Act of 1949 also provided federal funding for expenses not directly related to
construction expense such as basic water and sewer facilities(HUD,2007).
The 1950’s saw a shift from the financing of new construction and demolition
to the rehabilitation and conservation of existing buildings with the Housing Act of
1954. The Housing Act of 1956 gave preference to the elderly in public housing
projects and was indicative of the trend of federal involvement in public housing
growing beyond the financing of construction and rehabilitation and into the
development of better communities(HUD,2007).
The Housing Act of 1961, Section 221(d)(3) was the beginning of the Below
Market Interest Rate(BMIR)Program. This allowed private lenders to offer developers
of middle-income rental housing projects a 3% BMIR loan that was insured by the FHA
for up to 40 years. The lender could sell the mortgage to Fannie Mae at face value,
around 6.5% at the time. This allowed the property owner to charge lower rents than
would otherwise be possible. The program was eventually replaced in 1968; partly
because of the perception of the program’s costs that were skewed by the entire loan
amount being shown on the books in the year it was made(Furman Center for Real
Estate and Urban Policy, n.d.). Replacing the BMIR program was Section 236 of the
Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968. Under Section 236 the developer
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received a loan from a private lender and the government subsequently provided an
interest rate reduction payment, subsidizing the developer and reducing the cost of the
project and therefore the rent payments from tenants. Under this program a tenant would
pay the greater of a “basic rent” figure, based on a 1% mortgage, or 25% of their
income, but never more than market rent(Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban
Policy, n.d.). In 1969, the Brooke Amendment to the federal publicly assisted housing
program limited rents to 25% of a tenant’s income. This severely limited the flow of
income from low-income housing developments(Martens, 2009, p. 11). The Housing
and Urban Development Act of 1965 established the Department of Housing and Urban
Development(HUD)as a cabinet level agency. The act also included a rent supplement
program, which subsidized the rents of individual low-income tenants in privately
owned housing developments. The tenants paid 25% of their income towards rent and
the remaining difference between the market rent was made by a rent supplement
payment paid directly to the project owner. This program guaranteed the project owner
market-rate rent payments. The program was in place until 1983 when it was replaced
with the Section 8 program (Furman Center for Real Estate and Urban Policy, n.d.).
In 1973, President Nixon enacted a moratorium on all HUD financed and
subsidized rental housing, which ended new construction under Section 236. What
came out of the break was a new tenant-based program. Section 8 of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974 subsidized the rents of low-income families in
privately owned buildings (Husock, 2009). The Housing and Community Development
Act of 1977, also known as the Community Redevelopment Act(CRA),established
requirements to encourage banks to invest in all members of the communities they
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served including low and moderate-income families by prohibiting redlining and
extending credit to all members of the community. Most regulated financial institutions
investing in low-income housing tax credits today are doing so to satisfy the investment
requirements set forth by the Community Redevelopment Act.
The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development was in hot water
during the 1980’s under the direction of Sam Pierce. During Reagan’s presidency from
1981-1988, HUD was teeming with scandal that shook confidence in the efficiency and
effectiveness of the Department. During these years some used their HUD connections
to persuade Pierce and his aides to approve federal subsidies so that they could reap
large consulting fees, others used their HUD connections to gain subsidies for their own
projects. Skepticism concerning HUD was at its highest following these events
(DeHaven, 2009).
Sam Pierce was Secretary of HUD from 1981-1989. After his term he was
investigated for the mismanagement, abuse and political favoritism that took place
during his tenure as Secretary. The investigation found that under Pierce millions of
dollars were given to projects of connected politicians. Although Pierce was never
charged, many of his closest aids and confidants were. Deborah Gore Dean was
executive assistant to Sam Pierce and was convicted of assisting to award millions of
dollars’ worth of housing grants to private developers that were represented by
politically well-connected consultants earning hundreds of thousands of dollars in fees
(Jackson, 1993). James Watt, who became Secretary of the Interior under Reagan, was
one of the recipients of the rigged allocation of housing subsidies under the direction of
HUD secretary Sam Pierce when he was a lobbyist(Dehaven, 2009). One of the
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greatest offenders was the Winn Group, who used their HUD connections to manipulate
the receipt of millions of dollars in federal rent subsidies and tax credits. Phillip Winn
was assistant secretary at HUD and a co-founder of the Winn Group. Phillip Abrams
was undersecretary at HUD,and also a co-founder of the Winn Group who used his
connections to earn hundreds of thousands of dollars in consulting fees from
HUD. Lance Wilson was an executive assistant to Pierce and a member of the Winn
Group. He was involved in five projects that, using his HUD connections, secured
millions in subsidies(DeHaven,2009).

Direct vs. Indirect Tax Subsidies
Although these scandals in the 80's definitely contributed to the mistrust of
the federal government's ability to responsibly manage taxpayer funds,there were
other fiscal reasons for the creation and implementation of an indirect subsidy in
the form of the LIHTC Government programs can be funded directly or indirectly
through the use of tax expenditures. Tax expenditures as opposed to direct
expenditures are responsible for one-fourth to one-third of subsidies and benefits
bestowed to the public (Steurle, 2008,2). The size and amount of the tax
expenditures in the tax code have necessitated the creation of the Tax Expenditure
Budget(Steurle, 2008, 2). Tax expenditures in the form of exclusions, deductions,
or credits are lost revenue for the government and cost the government the same
as direct subsidies. As opposed to the previous affordable housing programs that used
direct subsidies and sat on the balance sheet of the government, the use of the tax credit
established an indirect subsidy. This was important because it removed these subsidies
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from the balance sheet as well as relied on the private sector to determine the market
price and promote efficiency.
A common misconception is that all reductions in taxes collected by the federal
government reduce the size and influence of the federal government, however this is not
correct. The LIHTC program is a perfect example; even though the government is
reducing the taxes that investors in affordable housing are paying, they are inherently
influencing the market and investor behavior through the encouragement of behaviors
that they deem beneficial for society (Steurle, 2008, 24). Steurle identifies those that
seek to use tax policy to achieve a social policy goal, such as investment in affordable
housing, as progressives (2008,25). The goal of progressivity is to form a just society
and advocates tend to favor higher taxes for those at the top of the income distribution
and lower taxes combined with increased tax cuts for those at the bottom (Steurle, 2008,
25). The LIHTC program encourages a social good by decreasing an investors tax
liability when they invest their money in qualifying affordable housing developments. If
these tax subsidies granted to the investors are not coordinated with appropriate
monetary policy then the result may be higher taxes in the future (Steurle, 2008, p.24).
In the case of the low-income housing tax credit, the efficiencies that result from the
introduction of market forces into the determination of the price and the removal of the
debt from the balance sheet of the government outweigh the economic benefits incurred
from the government directly pumping cash into the economy. It is imperative however
to not treat the LIHTC program as an island, instead the decrease in taxes needs to be
viewed within the larger picture of the fiscal and social policy being implemented.
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Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
The year 1986 marked a turning point in federal housing assistance with the
inception of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit(LIHTC), which uses tax incentives to
finance low-income housing. The LIHTC was introduced in the Tax Reform Act of
1986. The credits are distributed to the states on a per capita basis, currently $1.75
(H.R.4577, 2008). The states are given the task of awarding the credits to individual
projects through their state housing agencies. A developer is granted a federal tax credit
equal to a percentage of the costs incurred for construction of the low-income units in a
rental housing development. The program has two different types of credits that it
offers. The first is a competitive 9 percent credit available for new construction or
substantial rehabilitation projects that are not otherwise subsidized by the federal
government. These allow investors to claim credits for 9 percent of qualified project
construction costs annually over a span of 10 years. The present value of which is 70
percent of qualified project construction costs incurred (Joint Center for Housing Studies
of Harvard University, 2009, p. 41). The other credit option is a non-competitive 4
percent credit for rehabilitation projects and is mainly used in tandem with other forms
of gap financing. The 4 percent annual tax credits are equivalent to 30 percent of
qualified project construction costs incurred (Joint Center for Housing Studies of
Harvard University, 2009, p. 41). The developer raises capital by selling the credits
either directly to an investor or to a syndicator who represents a group of investors. The
investor(s) makes a capital contribution to the partnership or LLC that owns the housing
project in exchange for the tax credits that are allocated over a 10-year period(HUD,
2010c). By shifting the risk to the private investor, there is now built-in motivation to
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build a financially viable and profitable development. The government also instills
motivation for the equity owners to ensure that the project satisfies all of the rent
requirements for the designated length of time, because they face recapture of their
awarded tax credits if they do not.
Each state awards credits to the projects that score the highest on their
Qualified Allocation Plans (QAPs). The QAP is a list of requirements and other options
that are each given a number of points that a project can earn. Each state housing
agency is required to address ten selection criteria, with the last two having been added
by the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008 (National Trust for Historic
Preservation, n.d.):
Project location
Housing needs characteristics
Project characteristics
Sponsor characteristics
Tenant population with special housing needs
Public housing waiting lists
Tenant populations of individuals with children
Projects intended for eventual tenant ownership
The energy efficiency of the project
The historic characteristic of the project
In addition, every state must agree to certain minimum federal rent requirements. Each
project must agree to one of the following for a minimum of 15 years: that at least 20%
or more of the units are rent restricted and set aside for individuals whose income is 50%
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I

or less than the area median gross income(AMI), or that at least 40% or more of the
units are both rent restricted and set aside for people whose income is 60% or less of the
area median gross income. The project is also required to be a residential rental
property, to restrict rents including utilities for low-income units, and to operate under
rent and income restrictions for 15 years or longer depending on their agreement with
their state(HUD,2010b). States are also required to prioritize projects designed for
individuals in the lowest tax brackets as well as projects that are designed to remain
affordable for the longest amount of time. In addition, 10% of the credits allocated to
each state must be set aside for projects of non-profit organizations(HUD,2010a).
After determining which projects are going to be awarded tax credits, the
amount of tax credits to award to each project must be determined. A simplified version
of the formula to determine the amount of tax credits a project will receive each year is
that the eligible basis multiplied by the applicable fraction equals the qualified basis.
The qualified basis is then multiplied by the applicable percentage to arrive at the annual
credits allocated to the project. The eligible basis consists of all depreciable
development costs that may be included. Some specific exclusions include the
acquisition cost of land, permanent financing costs, as well as initial deposits to reserves.
The applicable fraction that is multiplied by the eligible basis is the lower of two
percentages; those being the percentage of affordable units to total units or the
percentage of square feet of the affordable units to the total square feet of the project. If
the developer does not reach the applicable fraction that was projected then the amount
of credits can be reduced(HUD,n.d.a). After determining the qualified basis, that
number is multiplied by the applicable percentage to reach the annual tax credits
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awarded to the project. The applicable percentage is either the 9 percent or 4 percent
credit. These are floating rates however and the U.S. Treasury issues the exact rate
monthly. The developer can choose to be locked in to a rate at either the time the
allocating agency makes a binding commitment or when the project is placed into
service(HUD,n.d.b.).
Before the financial crisis that completely changed the market for the LIHTC,
there was no shortage of investors for affordable housing developments. The developers
either sold their tax credits to a direct investor or went through a syndicator who pooled
multiple developments and assembled a group of investors. Pre-financial crisis the most
active direct investors were large multi-regional banks, which were 40% of the market,
large corporations, and government-sponsored entities(GSEs)such as Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac which were responsible for another 40% of the market(Mattson-Teig,
2008, p. 2-3). Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac both used the tax credits to offset their
income tax liabilities; however, the sub-prime mortgage meltdown followed by the
government placing them in conservatorship in 2007 has removed them from the LIHTC
market(Mattson-Teig, 2008, p 2). Large corporations were investors as long as the
return on the credits was enticing; as their returns began to fall so did their motivation
for investing (Mattson-Teig, 2008, p. 3). Lastly, large multi-regional banks and other
regulated financial institutions such as insurance companies seeking to satisfy their CRA
requirement that they extend credit to all members of the communities they served
bought LIHTCs. The other option available to raise capital is through syndication of the
tax credits allocated to each project. However as a practice, syndication has been
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questioned as a profitable option. Syndication fees are often large and benefit the
underwriter more than the developer(HUD,2010c).

Evolution of the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
Over the years there have been constant changes to improve the LIHTC
program in order for it to operate more efficiently as lessons are learned from past
mistakes and successes. The Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act of 1989 was
one such change. It was significant because it established Qualified Census Tracts
(QCT)and Difficult Development Areas(DDA)(Magliozzi, 2011, p.9). The
implications of being located in a QCT or a DDA are that developments are allowed a
30% boost in tax credits or a 130% increase in their eligible basis. The requirements to
qualify as a QCT are that 50 percent or more of the households have incomes below 60
percent of the area median income (AMI), or that the poverty rate is 25 percent higher.
QCTs are further restricted in that the total population must be equal to or less than 20
percent of the total area population (Hollar & Usowski, 2007, p. 153-154). To be
designated as a DDA the Secretary of HUD must determine that the area has high
construction, land and utility costs relative to the area median gross income (Magliozzi,
2003, p.13)
The Omnibus Budget and Reconciliation Act(OBRA)of 1993 also had lasting
implications on the LIHTC program. OBRA 1993 was significant because it made
permanent the LIHTC program. The stability increased investors’ willingness to
consider LIHTC properties, because there was no longer concern of the program not
being extended by Congress. The Act also addressed the use of below-market financing
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from the Home Investment Partnership Act program(HOME)in conjunction with the 9
percent credit without lowering the eligible basis. This was approved providing that
such projects would agree to stricter tenant requirements. These projects must agree that
40% of the units will be occupied by households with income at or below 50% or area
median gross income: however the 30% increase available for projects located in QCTs
or DDAs does not apply if a project is taking advantage of HOME funds (Roberts,
1993).
The LIHTC program has been incredibly successful in increasing the supply of
affordable housing and solving many of the problems of its predecessor programs, such
as the rapidly growing cost to HUD of subsidizing the earlier programs; however many
of the wrinkles are still being smoothed out. In early 2002, a report commissioned by
HUD and prepared by the Urban Institute reported mixed conclusions regarding the use
of the state-qualified allocation plans. They found no connection between state-level
housing needs and QAP preferences or set asides designed to address those needs such
as awarding more points for projects that favor the elderly or very low-income
individuals and projects that set aside units for large families for example (Gustafson &
Walker, 2002, p. 22). There was however a correlation between the QAPs and the
characteristics of the LIHTC units produced, meaning that if the state awarded more
points to developments that target or have units set aside for the elderly then developers
will respond by building more of those type of developments (Gustafson & Walker.
2002, p. 34). This proves that if the states changed the QAPs, it would have an effect
on the type of housing developed that could be targeted to the specific demographic with
the greatest need. For example in some states there is a large need for low-income
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housing in rural areas where there is not much incentive for developers to plan projects.
The state housing agency could encourage the creation of such developments however if
these project had a higher chance of being awarded competitive tax credits by modifying
the state’s QAP to encourage it. In addition, the U.S. geographically-based political
system encourages QAPs to distribute resources(LIHTCs)in a place-based manner as
opposed to need based. The report by The Urban Institute supports this fact and
explains it by saying that if a region of a state feels as if it is not receiving its fair share
of resources it will speak up, as opposed to the people who are actually in need of the
affordable housing that these resources will provide but who are not typically the most
politically active constituents (Gustafson & Walker, 2002, p. 44). This means that
within a state the funding may not be going to the areas where it is most needed.
Despite its setbacks the program has continued to grow and evolve. In 2001,
Congress increased the state LIHTC allocations by 40%,resulting in an increase in the
supply of low-income housing. Previously each state was allocated LIHTCs by the
federal government at the rate of $1.25 per capita, which the Consolidated
Appropriations Act of 2001 increased to $1.75 per capita (H.R. 4577,2008). By signing
this bill into law and increasing the supply of low income housing the federal
government is recognizing the need for an increase in low-income housing availability
and placing their confidence in the LIHTC by continuing to use it as the tool for
financing the increase in supply.
The market rate of the tax credit, the price an investor is willing to pay a
developer for a $1 tax credit, has an incredibly volatile history. One aspect of using a
tax credit to encourage the development of low-income housing that gains a lot of praise
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is the partnership that it requires with the private sector. The government is not
responsible for purchasing, developing, owning or maintaining any part of the housing
complex; it is entirely the job of the private sector. Although getting these properties off
of the government books was one of the objectives of introducing the tax credit in 1986
in an attempt to strengthen the program, it also exposes the program to market forces.
The fluctuating pool of investors is one of multiple factors that allow the market to
influence the price developers can demand from investors for a ten-year stream of tax
credits. Two prime examples of the precarious nature of market forces include the
aftermath of Hurricane Katrina and the collapse of the housing bubble.
In the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, the rebuilding of housing developments
and getting families back into permanent housing was a major focus of the government.
Low-income housing was largely and adversely affected by the storm and LIHTCs were
a vital tool used to spur construction and rehabilitation of low-income housing
developments. Due to the state of the economy, Low-Income Housing Tax Credits were
being sold on the secondary market for less than they had in years past and developers
were scrambling to find gap financing so that the developments could be completed
(Three years after Katrina, 2008). This happened because one of the requirements of the
LIHTC is that developers consider other forms of financing before they are awai'ded the
tax credits so that they are only allocated the amount that they need. This is helpful in
making sure that the credits are being used efficiently and by projects that need them but
does make the projects vulnerable to the risk of unpredictable market forces. When the
price of the credits fell after Hurricane Katrina, projects that had been allocated credits
but had not sold them to investors were all of sudden not going to receive the price they
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had intended on when they lined up their other financing and now needed more money
that was hard to obtain (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University. 2009,
p. 22).
The economy in the southeastern states most affected by Hurricane Katrina
was weak and the rest of the country was quick to follow when the housing bubble burst
in 2008 and the stock markets crashed. The market price of the LIHTC also dropped in
price. With an already limited pool of investors in the LIHTC market, the
conservatorship of Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae that constituted 40% of the buyers was
detrimental to the market price of the tax credit (Joint Center for Housing Studies of
Harvard University, 2009, p. 4). The government placed Fannie and Freddie into
conservatorship because they were failing institutions and since they were making no
money they were paying no taxes and had no need to continue buying LIHTCs. With
Fannie and Freddie out of the market there was immense pressure placed on the
remaining big players, large banks. However, these large banks who in the past invested
in

the tax credits to offset tax liability now had no cuirent tax liability and no foreseeable

tax liability to offset in the future either (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard
University, 2009, p. 4). The limited investments that large financial institutions were
still making were now strictly confined to areas that would satisfy their CRA
requirements and rural areas that had previously seen investment by Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac were left with investment coming to almost a complete stop and prices
plummeting (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2009, p. 4).
Before the financial crisis, returns were at historical lows with lax credits prices in the
high 80 to mid-90 cent per dollar range with prices falling to the mid-70s in 2008 (Joint
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Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2009, p. 18). These price variances
were the most dramatic in rural and more suburban areas, with metro and coastal regions
seeing a milder price range (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University,
2009. p. 18). Because of the very limited and specialized investor base that has
developed around the LIHTC program, it is very susceptible to even small changes in
the investor pool. When investors started pulling out during the financial crisis,
developers were forced to lower their prices for tax credits to be able to attract the
remaining investors, who were able to pick and choose whichever projects they wanted
to invest in because the demand for investors was so much greater than the amount left
in the market.

Investment Post-Financial Crisis
Since 2008 with the economy beginning to recover, investors are slowly coming
back to the LIHTC market and prices are beginning to rise again. However the lesson to
be learned from the housing bubble is that it is imperative to broaden the investor base
for the LIHTC. So many developers rely on the credit to provide a necessary service to
low and moderate-income individuals and families that it is important to introduce
stability into the system by diversifying the investor pool. With the exit of Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac it is especially important to be able to attract investors for rural and
non-metropolitan areas. There ai'e several hurdles that currently impede new investors
from being able to invest in or from being interested in investing in low-income housing
tax credits.
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One option is to market the tax credit to individuals and smaller investors;
however as lire program is currently structured it is not a practical investment for them.
One reason is that lax credit deals can be incredibly complex and individuals and smaller
establishments do not have the industry knowledge to be a part of such deals or the
financial depth to be able to rescue a project if it is in financial trouble (Joint Center for
Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2010, p.l8). Passive activity laws are the
largest obstacle that discourages individuals, S corporations and other pass-through
entities from investing. The Tax Reform Act of 1986, besides establishing the LIHTC,
also included a provision that limited the amount of losses from passive investments that
individuals and pass-through entities are allowed to claim. There is an exception for
housing credit investments that allows one to take annual credits equal to $25,000 in
deductions (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2009, p. 3). For
individuals and pass through entities to feasibly invest in LIHTCs the passive activity
laws would need to be changed.
In addition, many of the large financial institutions that previously invested in
LIHTCs and have since withdrawn are proving hard to re-attract. They do not plan on
returning because they cannot reasonably predict their tax liability for the next ten years.
In this unstable economy, the ten-year commitment to the LIHTC also causes new
investors to shy away. The most popular solution to this problem is to change the
program to be able to carry the tax credit back for up to five years, essentially shortening
the tax planning period for investors to five years in the future (Joint Center for Housing
Studies of Harvard University, 2010, p.l9).
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Even though large financial institutions have largely stayed in the market to
continue satisfying their CRA requirements, they have restricted their investments solely
to those geographic areas that do so. To encourage investment outside metropolitan and
coastal areas and continue to increase the price investors are willing to pay in all
markets, it makes sense to modify the investment areas as defined by the CRA. One
option is to expand the assessment areas that banks and other financial institutions are
required to serve or give them credit for investing in tax credits even if it is outside of
their assessment area (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2010,

p.l7).

Financial Crisis Legislation
In an attempt to save and revive the failing housing market, in 2008 Congress
passed legislation to enact temporary measures designed to stabilize the housing market
and the national economy. The Housing and Economic Recovery Act of 2008(HERA)
was the first legislation passed and contained many provisions that pertained to the
LIHTC. In addition to the previous eight selection criteria that state housing agencies
are required to consider in their QAPs,HERA added two more. Beginning with the
2009 QAPs,each state must address the energy efficiency of the project as well as the
historic character. By addressing the energy efficiency of a project money will be saved
in the future with lower utility expenses. The historic character of the project is also
beneficial to the future tenants because access, walkability as well as proximity to transit
have all been found to be benefits of historic neighborhoods. By taking advantage of
centrally located projects near public transportation, tenants will be able to access job
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markets and start working towards being able to afford market-rate housing. The Act
also allows housing agencies to increase the amount of LIHTCs available to a project by
up to 30% (National Trust for Historic Preservation, n.d.). When the program originated
in 1986, the original plan was that new construction and substantial rehabilitation
projects would be awarded a 9% tax credit. However with the “floating rate” system
currently employed that is not always the case. HERA imposed a 9% floor on new
construction and substantial rehabilitation projects to ensure that at minimum they
receive the amount they were originally intended; this expires for projects placed into
service after 2013(Lawrence, 2012). In an effort to attract investors, specifically
corporations, back to the LIHTC market and increase the price they are willing to pay,
the Act also allows the tax credit to offset the alternative minimum tax beginning with
any project placed into service in 2008(Novogradac, 2008, p. 1)
In 2009 with the economy still faltering. Congress passed the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act. Within this bill there are two programs that
specifically address the need to aid the nation’s affordable housing program by
stabilizing the LIHTC market. With the dramatic drop in tax credit prices, many
developers who had already lined up financing were in a bind because they had done so
under the assumption that they were going to receive more money for the tax credits.
Since tax credits are not allocated until so late in the project, after all other sources of
financing have been considered, many projects that were ready to break ground all of
sudden could not. The Tax Credit Assistance Program(TCAP)and the Tax Credit
Exchange Program(TCEP) were the two measures implemented in the hopes of
returning to feasibility these projects currently ready for constmction with 2007 and
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2008 allocations and to allow projects with 2009 allocations to receive a sufficient price
for the tax credits to be able to proceed. Both programs had to be passed down and
interpreted by each state housing authority so implementation was not immediate. This
was especially true for the TCAP program, which was administered by HUD and
involved much red tape (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2009.

p.6).
The Tax Credit Assistance Program provided $2.25 billion of HUD HOME
funds to state housing agencies in the form of formula grants so that they could provide
gap financing for projects already under construction (Wuest, n.d.. p. 9). No money will
be awarded to projects until they complete an environmental review process required
before the use of HOME funds. The state housing agencies distributed the money to
projects that were awarded tax credits between October 2006 and September 2009
(Energy Star, n.d.). Projects with priority for this money were those that would be
finished within three years of the passage of the American Recovery and Reinvestment
Act. After three years, any unused TCAP money was recaptured (Wuest, n.d., p. 10).
The Tax Credit Exchange Program allows state housing agencies with unused
9% low-income housing tax credits from 2008 and up to 40% of their 2009 tax credits to
be exchanged, 85 cents on the dollar, for grant funds (Wuest, n.d., p.9). The program
allows developers to return their tax credits and apply for funding under the TCEP
program. Before receiving any funding under the TCEP program developers are
required to prove that they made every effort to syndicate any returned credits on
reasonable terms (Energy Star, n.d.).
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During ihe recent financial crisis the government had three goals in the
legislation that they passed: increase the quality of the housing, give mobility to stagnant
housing projects and re-attract the diminishing investor base. First they sought to
improve the quality of the housing even after the financial crisis by adding the two new
criteria to be addressed by each state on their QAP. The government also thought that it
was important to make sure that projects that weren’t able to break ground, due to the
drop in prices, were able to make progress. Lastly, through the TCEP program they
sought to calm investors by stabilizing the price of the tax credit. With improved
quality, the continued addition of new housing stock and a guai'anteed tax credit price to
keep more investors from leaving the market, HUD,the Treasury and Congress worked
together to ensure that the LIHTC program would be able to continue to provide lowincome housing.

Current Legislation
Previously in the recent 111'*^ and 112**^ sessions of Congress there were several
bills that were introduced in both the House of Representatives and the Senate that have
a direct impact on the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit. Although not all of these bills
are currently alive, they are still indicative of the current trends in the LIHTC program
and show how Congress is attempting to shape the tax credits. H.R. 3076 was
introduced into the House of Representatives and referred to the House Committee on
Ways and Means on October 3, 2011. The bill seeks to amend the tax code to allow
projects that provide housing for a student who was previously a homeless child or
youth to qualify for the low-income housing tax credit (H.R. 3076, 2011). In the Senate
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on August 2. 2012. similai- legislation, S. 3494, was introduced and referred to the
Senate Finance Committee (S. 3494. 2012). By encouraging the construction and
availability of affordable housing for previously homeless youth the government would
be taking steps to help students save money by limiting the rents they would have to
pay. These bills have since died. However in introducing them Congress is recognizing
this as a demographic that is in need of the kind of financial stability that comes from
affordable housing.
The Irene and Lee Tax Relief Storm Recovery Act was introduced into the
House of Representatives and referred to the House Committee on Ways and Means on
January 10, 2012 (H.R. 3769. 2012). The same act was introduced in the Senate, S.
3243, on March 12, 2012. The act would increase the amount of low-income housing
tax credits that could be allocated between 2012 and 2014 in states with counties that
were included in the natural disaster declaration of the Secretary of Agriculture
following the damage caused by Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee (S. 3243,
2012). Replacing affordable housing following natural disasters and returning lowincome individuals and families to permanent housing are priorities of the government
to limit the increase in crime and create jobs in a depressed economic situation. These
bills have since died however it is clear that through the use of the low-income housing
tax credit the federal government was seeking to encourage the private sector to create
jobs and rebuild the damaged and destroyed affordable housing developments.
On August 2, 2012, H.R. 6295 was introduced into the House of Representatives
and referred to the House Committee on Ways and Means. It has since died: the original
purpose however was to encourage the building of housing for middle-income seniors
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through the use of the low-income housing tax credit. It would do so by requiring that
state housing financing agencies award more points on their QAPs for projects targeted
towards moderate-income seniors. The bill stated that to qualify as a moderate-income
senior you must be at least 62 years of age and have a household income of no greater
than \409c of their states' income eligibility limit(H.R. 6295, 2012). Due to a variety of
reasons ranging from health to forced retirement, many seniors experience a decline in
income and benefit greatly from the income savings provided by the limited rents of
affordable housing developments.
H.R. 3661 was introduced in the House of Representatives and refened to the
House Ways and Means Committee. It sought to make permanent the 9% credit floor for
low-income housing tax credit projects and to establish a 4% credit floor for the
rehabilitation of existing buildings (H.R. 3661, 2011). In the Senate, S. 1989, sought to
accomplish the same objectives and was introduced on December 14, 2011 and was
referred to the Senate Finance Committee (S. 1989, 2011). These bills would make
permanent the legislation temporarily enacted by the Housing and Economic Recovery
Act as well as extend it to the 4% credit. In doing so, steps would be taken to stabilize
the affordable housing program and allow developers to receive the equity they need
from the tax credits they are allocated to make their projects feasible. Although these
individual bills died, their purpose was accomplished and the 9% credit floor was
extended in the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012, passed by Congress on January
D' 2013(Lawrence & Cadik, 2013). The 9% credit floor will now be guaranteed to any
project receiving allocations through 2013. In addition to the extension of the 9% floor,
the act also extended the exclusion of military housing allowances from income
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qualification calculations for LIHTC properties through January 1, 2014(Lawrence &
Cadik. 2013). This will ensure that members of the military are not made ineligible by
falsely inflated income due to their housing allowance.
Except for H.R. 3661. which sought to make permanent the 9% credit floor as
well as extend it to the 49c credit, the other bills recently introduced in Congress
pertaining to the LIHTC have markedly different goals than the financial crisis
legislation. This is evidence that the market is returning and the focus is no longer
trying to keep the program afloat but on being able to serve the populations who need
the services the most. The focus has shifted from how to save the program through
stabilizing the price and re-attracting investors, to legislation designed to provide
assistance for those demographics with the most need of additional housing stock. The
American Taxpayer Relief Act is a perfect example of this transition. It extended the
9% floor, which was first enacted in financial crisis legislation, as well as continued the
exclusion of militai’y housing allowances from income qualification calculations, which
is evidence of the people-centered momentum that the LIHTC has moving forward.

HUD Inter-agency Partnerships
Moving forward, the prospects for the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit are
bright. As of July 2012, the program has leveraged over $75 billion in private capital to
finance more than 2.5 million affordable rental units while supporting 95,000 jobs
annually (Lawrence, 2012). The LIHTC program supports approximately 90 percent of
all affordable rental housing and in 2010, the program supported 50 percent of all
multifamily housing starts (Lawrence, 2012). Investors are returning to the market and
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prices are beginning lo increase. From the past it can be predicted that nothing related to
this tax credit will he stagnant for long, so what is going to happen next and what should
he happening? As seen from the current legislation, Congress is attempting to use its
intluence to direct the demographic that the tax credit serves and is currently targeting
formerly homeless youth, moderate-income seniors, and those in natural disaster zones.
These citizens are in need of the financial stability of affordable housing as well as the
emotional stability that accompanies a permanent stable home. However affordable
housing is not an island and by encouraging the coordination of LIHTC properties and
HUD funds with other federal departments, the tone can be set at the top for a more
cooperative attitude on the local level. By aligning the money spent by the different
departments, the resulting benefit in the community can be maximized for the lowest
cost. Working together increases efficiencies and allows the residents to realize more
benefits from the same amount of money by coordinating the projects pursued.
Investing in communities across the country will allow the government to see a return on
their investment in the form of increased property values resulting in more revenue from
property taxes as well as more people working, paying income taxes and not being
reliant on government services any more.
Department of Energy
The Department of Housing and Urban Development has a growing relationship
with the Department of Energy(DOE)to promote the construction of energy-efficient
projects and the retrofitting of existing projects. First and foremost, energy efficiency
saves money. The money saved by implementing green programs will increase cash
flow that will attract investors thereby increasing the competitive price of the tax credit
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and the amouni of equity invested for the same number of tax credits allocated. The list
of benefits that comes with energy efficiency is extensive and far outweighs the costs of
implementing them. Since the passage of HERA,all state QAPs are required to address
the energy efficiency of each proposed development and that will ensure the
sustainability of future projects. However the current housing stock on the market that
is being rehabilitated is more impacted by retroactive efficiency measures. A study
sponsored by the Deutsche Bank Americas Foundation and Living Cities collected data
on energy efficiency in retrofitted multi-family housing with very positive results. In a
survey of over 231 projects in New York City that had been retrofitted they found an
average of 19% savings in fuel consumption and 7% in electricity consumption (Study
Confirms Energy Savings in Multifamily Building Retrofits, 2012). The study made
note that the large difference could partly be attributed to the fact that for many of the
developments surveyed fuel made up a significant portion of the total utility costs. In
2009, HUD and DOE formed a Weatherization Partnership and published a
Memorandum of Understanding with the goal of simplifying the weatherization
eligibility process for residents in affordable housing, including approximately 995,000
units financed with the LIHTC(HUD-DOE Weatherization Partnership, 2010). The
purpose of the weatherization program is to increase energy efficiency and in turn
reduce energy costs for low-income individuals and families. As part of the
implementation of the memorandum,in February 2010 a federal regulation took effect
that makes it easier for multi-family buildings to have access to weatherization funds
than in the past by eliminating barriers(HUD-DOE Weatherization Partnership, 2010).
Another way that LIHTC developments could promote sustainability would be to have a
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relationship with the local recycling center to provide every unit with a recycling can.
The project could also promote education about simple changes that increase
sustainability and energy efficiency and the benefits to the residents and the community
around them. By involving the residents and teaching them about the benefits to
themselves and others they will be more likely to participate. Also sustainability
programs can help increase morale when residents feel as if they are truly making a
difference in the community around them. The money saved through sustainable living
practices provides money for the resident and is passed on to the investor in the form of
increased cash flow and return on investment. The resident can now buy enough
groceries, the elderly residents can afford their medication, and the parent can start
saving money for their child to go to college.
Partnership for Sustainable Communities
HUD is also a member of the Partnership for Sustainable Communities(PSC),
which is an inter-agency partnership among HUD, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), and the Department of Transportation (DOT). These three agencies have been
working together since 2009 to promote affordable housing developments that ai'e

transit

oriented and environmentally friendly under the direction of six livability principles that
the pai'tnership has developed, which are: provide more transportation choices, promote
equitable and affordable housing, increase economic competitiveness, support existing
communities, leverage federal investment, and value communities and neighborhoods
(Partnership for Sustainable Communities, 2012, p. “About the Partnership”). These
agencies are coordinating on federal, state, and local levels to design and implement
community development plans to reduce greenhouse gases and promote health by
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increasing the accessibility of public transportation and encouraging walkability as well
as providing affordable housing near job markets and transportation hubs(Partnership
for Sustainable Communities, 2012, p.l). Health and public transportation are
interconnected in many ways. The combined effect of these outcomes will be more jobs
and long-term economic growth in the revitalized community. According to the report
“Three Years of Helping Communities Achieve Their Visions for Growth and
Prosperity” published by the Partnership for Sustainable Communities(2012), “...the
Partnership has provided over $3.5 billion in assistance to more than 700 communities.
Partnership grant and technical assistance recipients are located in all 50 states, the
District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico”(p.l). This Partnership is having an impact
across the entire country, improving lives and communities. The report by the PSC
(2012) also notes that the supply of partnership resources cannot keep up with growing
demand stating that,“As of April 2012 Partnership agencies received more than 7,700
applications for assistance, requesting almost $102 billion. The Partnership has been
able to fund 744 projects with approximately $3.51 billion”(p.l). It is clear that
communities everywhere see something that they want to be a part of and that they think
will be a benefit to their people and to the economic well being of their neighborhoods.
The report by the PSC(2012) dictates that since the beginning of this Partnership in
2009,“HUD has awarded 152 grants... The $240 million in federal investments has
leveraged almost $243 million in private investment”(p.l). Some of this private
investment is in the form of equity investors in affordable housing developments that
have purchased LIHTCs. LIHTCs are just one puzzle piece in the myriad of public and
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private funding options utilized in the planning and execution of the affordable housing
projects that are so vital to successful sustainable communities.
These projects are so important to building vibrant communities out of
devastated neishborhoods that a bill should be introduced to set aside a number of tax
credits within the amount already allocated to each state to be used in projects built with
the coordination of the EPA and DOT within the Partnership for Sustainable
Communities. With projects in all 50 states, the demand is evident across the nation,
and it is only logical to prioritize some of the funds that are already being made
available. This change would ensure that a portion of the tax credits within the larger,
place-based system will be more geared towards people-based objectives, with a focus
on the people in the communities that are in the most need of the transit-oriented,
sustainable communities built by the HUD's partnership with the EPA and DOT.
LIHTCs are the ideal vehicle for the objectives of the Partnership because they are
already distributed at the local level, and that is where this Partnership is striving to
make an impact. The three-year report by the PSC (2012) highlights that when
reviewing the grant and technical assistance applications received, the partnership is
already in the practice of screening for projects that will involve, “populations not
traditionally involved in planning, such as low-income people, minorities, people with
limited English proficiency, youth, seniors, and persons with disabilities” (p.8). If this
same qualification was applied to projects financed by LIHTCs set aside for
developments under the direction of the Partnership for Sustainable Communities it
could further the people-oriented direction of these particular projects. By involving the
people in the community that the development is geared to uplift out of poverty in the
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planning process, ihc development will be better targeted and a most efficient use of
resources and building of the most effective and needed facilities can be organized.
Encouraging the use of tax credits will be beneficial because it will require zero
additional funding to the partnership while providing more money for affordable
hoLisins as well as forfeit no more federal tax revenue because the tax credits are already
being allocated to the states. By increasing the value of the property, the tax revenue
being collected by the government should also increase. In addition, by using an
established system such as the LIHTC program, many of the administrative costs have
been made routine. This has resulted in decreasing costs as the program has ridden
down the experience curve, achieving economies of scale and benefiting from learning
effects. This makes the tax credit a more attractive alternative than implementing a new
program for the distribution of funds. The demand for developments completed under
the coordination of the PSC is clearly high, and the rewards are undeniable. In 2010, the
Housing Policy Depm'tment of the National Association of Home Builders(NAHB)
prepared a report entitled,‘The Local Economic Impact of Typical Housing Tax Credit
Developments”, that estimates the economic impact of building a 100-unit standard
family low-income housing tax credit development as well as a standard elderly lowincome housing tax credit development (p. 2,3). According to the NAHB (2010), the
approximated impacts for the year in which a 100 unit, standard family, low-income
housing tax credit development is built are $7.9 million in income, $827,000 generated
in taxes and other revenue for government as well as 122 jobs, all of which will be
generated locally (p.2). In addition to these benefits the report by the NAHB (2010) also
approximates that each year after the development is built the local economy will be
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boosted by S2.4 million in income, S441.000 in taxes and other revenue as well as 30
jobs (p.2). These are tremendous impacts on a community with the addition of only a
100-unii affordable housing development. If this development was coordinated with a
grant from the DOT to improve the availability of transportation and access to more job
markets as well as the EPA to ensure the improvement of the air and water quality to
improve the overall health of the community, the benefits would multiple exponentially.
With increased tax revenue the government can afford to continue to stimulate invest in
Linderserved populations and supply communities with the resources they need to
encourage growth and economic development. With more people in jobs the crime rate
should go down from less idle time as well as decreased motivation to turn to crime to
satisfy basic needs such as food and shelter because people will be making their own
money. Another benefit of people having jobs is they will no longer be a drain on the
government system that might have been supporting them through programs such as
food stamps and Medicaid. Medicaid is a significant portion of the federal budget and
when unemployed people obtain jobs with benefits and make enough money to pay their
own medical expenses, the entire nation benefits. The involvement of the EPA also
reduces medical expenses with fewer instances of asthma and other respiratory illnesses
due to increased air quality from reduction in pollution resulting from better coordinated
public transportation and decreased number of cars on the road emitting greenhouse
gases (Partnership for Sustainable Communities, 2012, p.3). The money earned locally
by the residents of these low-income housing tax credits developments will also be spent
locally and reinvested in the economy to keep up the cycle of economic growth and
development. The arguments to set aside tax credits for low-income housing
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developments coordinated with the DOT and the EPA are extensive. With no increase
to the federal budget and an increase in federal and local income taxes collected as well
as property taxes and other sources of revenue for the government, federal and state
governments should be the number one proponent. By forfeiting tax revenue in the
present with the distribution of the LIHTC, the government is putting itself in the
position to generate much more tax revenue in the years afterwards when the
development and surrounding neighborhood becomes prosperous. In addition, HUD has
implemented a “Preferred Sustainability Status to give to projects funded through the
Regional Planning and Community Challenge Grants, which were developed and Jointly
reviewed by the Partnership for Sustainable Communities, a status which gives
applicants priority for funding in other HUD grant programs(PSC, 2012, p.l). If HUD
can prioritize grants for projects under the coordination of the Partnership for
Sustainable Communities then should it not work with Congress to set aside low-income
housing tax credits for the same purpose.
United States Department of Agriculture
An additional agency that the Partnership for Sustainable Communities has
coordinated with is the United States Department of Agriculture(USDA), most often in
rural communities (PSC, 2011, p.8). Their coordination is fostering sustainable farming
practices as well as building transportation between communities by expanding on
existing infrastructure. This is all done with the final goal being to promote economic
activity. Unfortunately for affordable housing developers located in rural communities
that serve farming families, non-metropolitan and coastal regions have historically not
been able to receive as high a price for their tax credits as other regions of the country.
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One reason for the price disparity is that with a large seasonal population, the
disruption in cash flow discourages investors and depresses prices. The seasonal
population arises from the farm workers that move to follow each crop that is in season,
resulting in a need to change the function of affordable housing in regions with a less
permanent population. Viewing LIHTCs as funding for a building that is an integral
part of a greater community, makes it is possible to incorporate a diversified revenue
stream into the development that will attract investors and increase the market price of
the tax credits. Modifying the Qualified Census Tract requirements in addition to
coordinating subsidies and leveraging private funds will help developers to be able to
finance mixed-use developments in rural communities. Income can be generated from
leasing retail/office space to private businesses or for local farmers markets. Although
rural developments may not be as attractive to investors being located in less desirable
markets and requiring smaller developments with fewer units, the LIHTC program is a
national one and has an obligation to address housing needs across the nation. By
viewing the LIHTC program as one that functions as a component of the development of
an entire community, not as only a singular building, the practicality of affordable
housing in rural communities can be established. With such a large rural presence and
especially with the Rural Development agency of the USDA that disburses over $20
million a year in loans, loan guarantees, and grants; coordination with the USDA
becomes increasingly important to be able to maximize the value of the tax credits
allocated and to be able to deliver the most benefit to residents for the best value (PSC,
2011,p.8).
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The large financial inslilulions still active in the LIHTC market, whose
investments are driven by CRA requirements, have fewer incentives to invest in rural tax
credits because the CRA dictates that they must extend credit to all members of the
community that they ser\'e and they are typically located in metropolitan areas (Joint
Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2009, p.4). This has not provided
them with any reason to invest in rural projects; however these institutions are such a
large part of the market for tax credits that it puts rural projects at a distinct
disadvantage, As was mentioned earlier in the Investment Post-Financial Crisis section.
to encourage investment in rural communities it is logical to expand the areas that satisfy
the requirement for financial institutions to invest or allow banks and other institutions
to continue to satisfy their requirements by investing outside of their designated
assessment areas (Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University, 2009, p.38).
By decreasing barriers and increasing incentives to investment in rural areas by large
financial institutions, the demand should rise, followed by the market price of the tax
credit. This benefits the developer who now is receiving more equity for the same
amount of tax credits allocated. The coordination with the USDA is important to be able
to increase available funds as well as to effectively steer the increasing investor demand
to rural communities with the most need and the existing infrastructure. If the PSC with
the collaboration of the USDA correlates their funds to build sustainable, transit-oriented
rural communities, then developers will be attracted and will be able to leverage private
funds through the use of the LIHTC.
A critical component of increasing investment in rural developments is changing
the requirements for the Qualified Census Tracts.
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A change that should be made to the

QCT is lhai ihe federal government should identify separate requirements for
metropolitan and non-metropolitan QCTs. Currently the only difference between the
two is the population requirement that the tract contain less than 20 percent of the
metropolitan area total population or 20 percent of a non-metropolitan part of each state
(Hollar & Usowski, 2007. p. 157). Metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas have
different needs that need to be fulfilled by affordable housing and different populations
and regions that need the help of being located in a QCT to attract developers. The
QCTs should serve to aid developers catering to different populations in each region.
HUD should encourage passage of a bill that limits the current requirements
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metropolitan areas and designates new requirements for non-metropolitan areas. For
rural regions whose developments are often smaller and require fewer units, the 30%
boost that comes from being located in a QCT should .serve to incentivize developers to
build mixed-u.se developments that cater to the needs of rural populations and the needs
that they have that are different from metropolitan affordable housing. The population
requirements for non-metropolitan QCTs should be different because instead of limiting
the population, rural communities need enough of a population to generate demand for
affordable housing and support the development. By modifying the QCT requirements
to aid in the financing of mixed-use developments in rural communities, income can be
generated from leasing retail space to private businesses or for local farmers markets.
One possible result of modifying the areas that qualify as non-metropolitan QCT s
would be that projects which consider transportation and accessibility would be
rewarded. These developments would be in areas that are easily accessible by pre
existing infrastructure or that are accompanied by a DOT grant or other funding to
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facilitate the creation of sustainable transportation that connects the development to
surrounding areas. Most public transportation systems are subsidized by the local tax
base, with the revenue from the local jobs and businesses created with the mixed-use
developments, these communities will now be able to support the beginnings of a public
transportation system. The benefit of encouraging investment in rural areas as well as
coordination with the USDA and the PSC is twofold. By building affordable housing
closer to farming communities commuting time to work is reduced and that is beneficial
to families as well as to the quality of the food being farmed because of less greenhouse
gases being emitted. The coordination also saves money because a more concentrated
community reduces the need for an extensive infrastructure in terms of water and sewer
lines having to be built and the amount of geography needed to be attended to by
government services such as trash pickup and road maintenance. The coordination
between slate housing authorities and the local department of agriculture is important
becau.se combining the industry knowledge and sources of funding of the two
departments can increase efficiency in the development and appropriate placement of
affordable housing in communities that will benefit and which can support them.
Department of Labor
The LIHTC program, and more specifically, the residents of the developments
that are a product of the LIHTC program, would benefit greatly from a formal
partnership with the Department of Labor(DOL). Jobs drive the need for permanent
housing and housing cannot be paid for without jobs as a source of income. For the
residents of these affordable housing complexes to be able to one day afford market-rate
housing and so that new renters will be able to cycle through the developments, it makes
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sense 10 encourage and facilitate job market growth around the development of LIHTC
properties. The developer would benefit since ajob market centered around the
development would increase demand for the housing and ensure a steady cash flow.
The residents would benefit from a steady source ot income, and the government would
benefit from increased income tax revenue. Through a partnership with the HUD,the
DOL would pro\'ide employment services so that the residents are better able to help
themselves find jobs. The goal is not to favor them and short-change other residents of a
neighborhood, but to teach them how to better help themselves. The DOL already has
the program in place, the One-Stop Cai'eer Centers. The One-Stop Career Center is a
program that was created in the Workforce Investment Act of 1998 (Imel, 1999). The
purpose of the Career Centers is to provide a single location for the consolidation of the
employment and training services funded by the federal government (Imel, 1999). The
One-Stop system was designed with four underlying principles of: universal access,
customer choice, service integration, and accountability (Imel, 1999). These centers
strive to be able to provide their services to all population groups, attract both job
seekers and employers as customers, coordinate integration between state, local and
federal programs as well as provide for accountability of the centers by tying futuie
funding to the results of services provided to customers (Imel, 1999). Developers of
affordable housing developments funded through the LIHTC program should be
encouraged to provide information to residents about the services provided by the Career
One-Stop Centers, as well as how to access those resources online as well as in person.
Incentives could take many forms; a starting point would be a Memorandum of
Understanding(MOU). A MOU issued would put into writing an agreement between
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HUD and ihc DOL lo encourage ihe coordination of the physical locations of their OneStop Career Centers and LIHTC properties as well as the facilitation of knowledge of
labor market supply and demand needs between the two.

Conclusion
Since 1986 the LIHTC program has been successfully and efficiently leveraging
private capital through the distribution of tax credits to facilitate the provision of
affordable multi-family rental developments. Over the years the program has evolved
into a cornerstone of the development of affordable housing. By removing the debt
from the government's balance sheet and relying on private developers, the construction
of affordable housing has increased in efficiency and profitability, resulting in record
low default rates and an increasing supply. This is possible through the use of an
indirect subsidy, as opposed to the direct federal funding of affordable housing pre1986. This allows the government to increase tax revenue in the long run by decreasing
revenue in the current year. Through the use of tax credits, coordinated with policies
designed to encourage the increasing financial success of the residents the result will be
increased tax revenue in the long run.
The conclusion of this research is that the following changes be made to the
LIHTC program to ensure its continued success in the future as well as relevance to the
needs of those people it is intended to serve. With the federal government setting the
standard for inter-agency cooperation and coordination, local governments in
conjunction with private LIHTC developers can increase the efficiency of money spent
to produce the best results for the lowest cost. The PSC has taken great strides to
facilitate inter-agency coordination; however there is much more that can be done
By
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working more closely wiih agencies such as the Depai'lmenl of Transportation, Energy,
Agriculture, and Labor. HUD can aid LIHTC property developers in finding additional
sources of i'unding. These departments can also provide services that can increase the
value of the affordable housing development and the resulting tax revenue generated for
the IRS. Changing the QAP to prioritize projects that are built as pait of the PSC
maximizes tlie bcnellt for the residents as well as tax revenue for the government with
the least input. By setting the lone at the top in the federal government, for coordination
between departments, local governments will see the benefits of coordination. By
releasing information to private developers about options available to them in terms of
added sources of funding and additional services to provide, private developers can be
encouraged to coordinate the provision of affordable housing with other services that
will increase the value of the development. In addition, by separating the requirements
for the metropolitan and non-metropolitan QCT’s to better attract developers to areas in
each region that need assistance attracting developers, the program can become more
people based and more efficiently fulfill its puipose. To stay relevant in an ever
changing marketplace this vital source of affordable housing must adapt and better its
future by learning from its past.
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